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Wind Things Up With Reelcraft

www.reelcraft.com

PRODUCT SOLUTIONS
Engineered for Excellence

OSHA says reduce your 
slips, trips and falls
Slips, trips and falls constitute the majority of
general industry accidents, which cause 15% of
all accidental deaths, and are second only to
motor vehicles as a cause of fatalities. The OSHA
standards for walking and working surfaces apply
to all permanent places of employment, except
where only domestic, mining, or agricultural work
is performed (www.osha.gov).

Protect
Equipment
Hoses and cords last five times longer 
when stored on a reel.

Stop Leakages
Hoses on reels can reduce the threat 
of expensive air and water leakages.

Efficiency
An organized, clean workplace is proven to be more efficient

Safety
Reduce accidents and 
insurance expense: 
Slips, trips, and falls are 
the leading causes of work
stoppage losses in industry.

The Bottom Line:

Increase
Productivity
Locating hoses and cords where and when you 
need them increases productivity. All of these factors
contribute to an improved work environment, 
which saves time, equipment and money.

Why use hose reels?
Why use hose reels? Because they make hose handling
more efficient and safer. Your hoses, cables and cords
will last up to five times longer. You will improve hose
management, which decreases labor costs. Your chances
of injuries from tripping hazards will decrease, which

saves lost work time, medical bills and higher insurance.
You also save the cost of replacing expensive hoses,
cables and cords that get run over by fork lifts and other
vehicles, which saves equipment costs. Here are the most 
compelling reasons to use hose, cord and cable reels.
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�Quick Ship Item

Reelcraft’s reels are better by design because
of our lasting commitment to excellence. Our
engineering team is well known for designing
durable, high quality products. Our standard
features include durable, corrosion-resistant

powder coat paint, multi-position guide arms
for versatile mounting options and heavy-
duty, reinforced steel stampings for increased
strength. Our reels are permanently factory-
lubricated for a long, trouble-free service life. 

All of these features, and many more, add up
to make “the reel difference.”

Rely on Reelcraft’s commitment to excellence for
the highest quality hose, cord and cable reels.

Long Service Life
Field-proven swivel assures
long service life.

Structural Strength
Welded heavy gauge steel
frame includes dramatically
flanged edges and stiffening
ribs for lighter weight, yet
stronger components for ease
of handling and installation.

Kinkless Hose
High quality PVC hose is
specially blended for use
on reels

Improved
Connection
The elongated brass 
connector and proprietary
adhesion process provide
a better crimp to the hose.

Reinforced Steel
The steel-stamped guide
arm is reinforced to
reduce bending due
to angular pull.

Sealed Connection
Points 
Swivel and hose inlet con-
nections seal against leaks

Easy to Mount
Attaches to most structurally 
sound surfaces. Edges are 
curved for safety.

Adjustable Guide Arm
Multiple guide arm positions
provide versatile uses and 
easier field adjustment

Trouble-Free
Performance
Fewer components increase
the service life of the reel
and improve performance

Corrosion-Resistant
Steel components are 
individually powder coated to
virtually eliminate corrosion.

Long Life Drive Spring
Declutching arbor virtually

eliminates possibility of
spring damage due to reverse

winding of reel spool.

Shown: 7850 OLP

Reelcraft: Better by Design

Finish with Quality
Our components undergo a
special five-stage cleaning
process and are individually
powder-coated for the highest
quality paint adhesion. Excess
powder is reclaimed to be
environmentally friendly.

Stress-free Swivel
Our full-flow design
combines the highest
grade seal design with
supporting bearing
surfaces to insure the
longest possible life.
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Enclosed 
Drive Spring

Drive mechanism
is enclosed for

protection
against the

environment.

Robust Latch
Wide profile

combined with special
spring assures

maximum service life.


